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Vision 2050 Refresh

WBCSD is embarking on a refresh of its landmark Vision 2050

Released in 2010, Vision 2050 was a landmark piece of work conducted by WBCSD which identified a pathway to a world in which nine billion 
people can live well, within the limits of the Planet by mid-century. Created with 29 WBCSD members from 14 industries, and including 
insights from more than 200 companies and external stakeholders in some 20 countries, it declared that business as usual was not sustainable. 
Vision 2050 explored what a sustainable world would look like in mid-century, how such a world could be realized, and the role that business has to 
play in making that vision a reality. 

WBCSD has been exploring how best to refresh this cornerstone piece of work to bring it up to date for the critical decade to come. In March 2019 
the Executive Committee (ExCo) approved WBCSD’s proposed plan for the Vision 2050 Refresh – the project will launch, with their support, at the 
Liaison Delegate Meeting in Montreux in April 2019 and will be delivered at the 2020 Council Meeting. 

We will work with a group of our members to bring the vision up to date, unlock systems transformation and its linked opportunities, and make 
sense of an increasingly complex sustainability space. Above all, we want to help business build renewed inspiration and energy around the 
fundamental and essential transformations that today’s challenges demand.

This document provides a summary of the original Vision 2050 project and the impact it had, the progress that has been made and what still needs 
to be done, and our objectives for the Vision 2050 Refresh. Finally, you can find an overview of the proposed timeline, materials already available, 
costs of taking part, and secondments we are seeking. 

We are delighted to be working on this important and exciting piece of work! 

Julian Hill-Landolt & James Gomme, Geneva, March 2019
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Background to Vision 2050

9+ billion people, all living well, within the boundaries of the planet
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Vision 2050 Refresh

In 2010 WBCSD launched Vision 2050
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WBCSD & 29 members collaborated between 2008-2010 to answer:

1. What does a sustainable world look like?

2. How can we realize it?

3. What are the roles that business can play in ensuring more rapid 
progress toward that goal?

Vision 2050 provided value to business in 3 main areas:

1. A business and societal vision for the period 2010-2050

2. Nine action pathways laying out must-haves, opportunities, and 
measures of success

3. A platform for dialogue that drew attention to the gaps between 
business as usual and the vision.

http://www.masisa.com/ecu/esp/Default.html


Vision 2050 Refresh

Vision 2050 proposed a pathway to a sustainable world

Publication and summaries in numerous languages: www.wbcsd.org/vision2050/pub
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From 2020 to 2050, the traits formed during the first 
decade mature into more consistent knowledge, behavior and 
solutions. It is a period of growing consensus as well as 
transformational change in many parts of society – climate, 
economic power, population – and a time for fundamental change 
in markets that redefines values, profits and success.

2020 to 2050 – Transformation Time

The Turbulent Teens is a period of energy and dynamism for the 
global vision of sustainability. It is a formative decade for the ideas 
and relationships that will take place in the 30 years to follow.

2010 to 2020 – Turbulent Teens 

Two key timeframes

http://www.wbcsd.org/vision2050/pub


Vision 2050 Refresh

The original impact of Vision 2050

Vision 2050 helped to shape the focus 
areas of sustainability for the decade 
that followed its publication. 
It brought new and emerging concepts 
into mainstream conversation and the 
business strategy debate globally. This 
included efforts to advance dialogue 
around topics such as the circular 
economy, true-value pricing and a 
systems-transformation approach to 
sustainable business solution design. 
It has been instrumental in guiding 
WBCSD’s agenda over the past 10 years, 
and directly informed the strategies of 
many WBCSD members and 
Global Network partners.

Global engagements around original Vision 2050 work 
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Why we need to refresh Vision 2050
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Key concepts of Vision 2050 have stood the test of time

The Pathway and its nine 
elements accurately predicted 

the key “action areas” for 
progress from 2010-2020 

including new subjects at the 
time, such as circular economy.

Vision 2050 concepts stand firm

Coined the phrase Turbulent 
Teens to describe the current 
decade – a prediction which 
has proved more accurate 

than we had hoped.

Identified the importance of 
systems-transformation and 
the factors that would drive 

us towards this.
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Many building blocks for progress now exist

People’s 
Values

Human 
development

Economy Agriculture Forests Energy & 
power

Buildings Mobility Materials

2020
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The Paris Agreement (UNFCCC)

Sustainable Development Goals

Tropical 
Forest 

Alliance

We Mean 
Business

Alliance to 
End Plastic 

Waste

Ellen 
MacArthur 
FoundationNatural Capital Coalition

Social & Human Capital Coalition

TCFD

SASB

UN Guiding 
Principles 

Global 
Alliance for 
Buildings & 

Construction

International agreements Alliances & platforms Guidance & frameworks

2010

GAA & Soft Commodities Forum

Brands4Good

SiMPlify

EAT Lancet

Examples are non-exhaustive

Low Carbon Technologies Partnerships initiative
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Vision 2050 envisaged a 
range of tough questions 
that society would need to 
ask itself. This list continues 
to grow in length, 
and in urgency.

Vision 2050 Refresh

But the tough decisions still lie ahead
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Accuracy of wildcards

Vision 2050 Refresh

Many of the risks identified have not been mitigated 

Number, 
rate and impact 

of negative 
environmental 

feedback 
loops

A world of new 
ideological blocs, 
failing states or 
resource wars

Ongoing market 
failures remain 

unaddressed e.g. 
carbon emissions, 

biodiversity

Unintended 
consequences 

of new 
technologies

Extended 
economic 

recession or 
economic 

depression

More frequent 
and more 

intense natural 
disasters

People’s values: 
can we all agree? 
Do we have the 
right things to 

agree on?

Creating and 
maintaining fair 
and meaningful 

work for people in 
all markets

Freshwater 
availability 

across whole 
watersheds

Rate of 
availability and 
adoption of low 
CO2 solutions

Vision 2050 highlighted a number of risks that could negatively affect the rate of progress. Many of these have 
materialized, in some cases to a much greater extent than was foreseen. 
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Plastics & waste Biodiversity Food & HealthAdaptationTechnology

Inequality Water Air quality Mental health Fashion

Vision 2050 Refresh

And a number of topics have emerged or strengthened



Vision 2050 Refresh

Systems transformation needs to scale up

Across nearly all measures, we are not on track to succeed in our Vision. 

Lead Transform Succeed

understand the landscape to 
shape the next decade

overcome barriers to 
drive genuine transformation

reveal and unlock opportunities to
succeed in a sustainable world

A Vision 2050 Refresh will allow business to:
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Unlock systems transformation 
and make it actionable

- Present business with a vision and 
direction to align on

- Address the barriers to 
transformation

- Make the enablers of 
transformation accessible

- Highlight the opportunities 
transformation makes possible

Make sense of an increasingly 
complex sustainability space  

- Accept the lack of straight-forward 
answers and identify the “perfect” 
solutions that are acting as a 
brake on progress 

- Acknowledge emerging trends and 
next generation risks

- Address regional variations and the 
need for tailored approaches.

Bring the vision 
up to date

- Remind us what we got right

- Remember the knowledge acquired, 
and its continuing applicability 

- Reveal gaps and developments that 
have emerged since 2010 - revise, 
update and add where necessary

- Recognize societal shifts to be 
reflected in the pathways

Vision 2050 Refresh

Objectives for the Vision 2050 Refresh

Restate the baseline for business 
action and leadership from 2020-30

Build inspiration and energy around 
a transformation agenda for 

sustainable business

Align business success with 
global frameworks and initiatives
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People’s 
Values

Human 
development

Economy Agriculture ForestsEnergy & 
power

Buildings MobilityMaterials

2050

KEY ENABLER

KEY ENABLER

KEY ENABLER

KEY ENABLER

XXXX XXXX2010 XXXX

CROSS 
CUTTING 

THEMES &  
ENABLERS

Bringing the vision up to date: incorporating new elements and enablers 

2020
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Vision 2050 Refresh

A Vision 2050 Refresh will provide business with:

A common narrative, 
grounded in opportunity 
and business reality, that 

CEOs and business 
leaders can leverage 
(confident they are 

aligned with their peers)

A resource that 
companies can 

leverage to inform 
their own strategic and 
sustainability planning, 

and cascade to 
necessary partners

A positive and 
inspiring platform 

around which 
businesses can come 
together to advance 
transformation and 

unlock opportunities 

A common 
narrative

A key strategic 
input

A catalyst for 
engagement

Clarity on systems 
transformation

A collective and 
comprehensive 

understanding of the 
necessary and urgent 
transformations the 
world needs and the 

challenges that lie ahead

A focal point for WBCSD & its members to celebrate 25 years leadership within the sustainable development agenda 

A core piece of thinking around which to drive WBCSD leadership, strategy, and communications 2020-2025
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Shaping the future: guiding business action and leadership

What are the facts and science-based targets that we must address?

What are the tough decisions that we have to take?

How can we leverage the transformation enablers?

What are the new opportunities that we can seize?

Today

Transformed Systems of the Future

Lead

Transform

Succeed
Business Leadership in 

Shaping the Future

WBCSD’s Vision 2050 Refresh 
will provide direction and  
guidance on the tough 
decisions that demand 
business leadership in the 
decade to come. Business 
has the responsibility and 
power to shape the future 
that unfurls. The leaders will 
unlock the long-promised 
opportunities available from 
a transition to a sustainable 
world of 9 billion living well 
within planetary boundaries.
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What key factors enable transformation region by region



Vision 2050 Refresh

High-level Approach, Materials, Timeline
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Vision 2050 Refresh

Proposed approach: leveraging our programs

People’s 
Values

Human 
development Economy Agriculture Forests Energy & 

power
Buildings Mobility

Redefining 
Value

People Cities & 
mobility

Food and 
nature

Climate and 
energy

Circular 
economy

Vi
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0 
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Materials

W
BC

SD
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m
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We will engage members in the Vision 2050 refresh through a core project working group but also through WBCSD’s 
existing structure, which is well-aligned with the Vision 2050 pathways.
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Vision 2050 Refresh Project Coordination team

Relevant new elements 
identified

Relevant new elements 
identified

Relevant new elements 
identified

Relevant new 
elements identified

Relevant new 
elements identified

Relevant new 
elements identified

Vision 2050 Project Working Group



A one pager highlighting the 
project and incorporating all 

key info

Vision 2050 Refresh

Available materials in the WBCSD member portal
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• Project Brochure.

• Overview briefing & FAQs 

• Secondment Requests

• Initial Pathway Analyses 
for each of the original 
nine pathway elements, 
summarizing the element, 
assessing progress and 
linking to relevant SDGs.

• ALL AVAILABLE FROM THE 
MEMBER PORTAL: 
www.wbcsd.org/portal
username: WBCSD 
password: wbcsd4members

http://www.wbcsd.org/portal


Jan 2019
Kick Off

Mar 2019
ExCo

Apr 2020
Montreux

Oct 2020
Council Meeting

Oct 2019
Lisbon CM

Apr 2019
Montreux

Initial research 
& planning

ExCo direction 
validation

CEO engagements & 
Vision validation 
workshops

Launch 
celebration
& reflection

Member-driven 
research, visioning 
and scenarios creation

Project 
launch

Initial 
findings

Rolling 
launch

Project 
write-up

Ongoing roll-out 
of the Refresh

Vision 2050 Refresh

Timeline & Key Information

Project fee:
• CHF20k for the whole 

project (18 months)

Level of engagement: 
• 30+ companies (full ExCo participation) 
• Sectoral and geographical balance

Secondments
• Seeking a selection of secondees 

from participating companies 
(details in member portal).
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For further information 

please contact

James Gomme
gomme@wbcsd.org

Julian Hill-Landolt 
hill-landolt@wbcsd.org

mailto:gomme@wbcsd.org
mailto:hill-landolt@wbcsd.org
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